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U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

'

REGION IV ;

!
'

NRC Inspection Reporti 50-285/96-03 i

Operating License: DPR-40

, Licensee: Omaha Public' Power District-
D Fort Calhoun Station FC-2-4 Adm.

P.O. Box 399, Hwy.175 - North of Fort Calhoun
i Fort Calhoun, Nebraska '

Facility Name: Fort Calhoun' Station

; Inspection At: Blair, Nebraska
4

,

Inspection Conducted: April 21 through June 1, 1996

Inspectors: W. Walker, Senior Resident Inspector
V. Gaddy, Resident Inspector
R. Azua, Reactor Inspector

' Approved: 'lAbmm J/96
Wil'~iam~ Dg6hrison,~ ' Chi ~ef, Project Branch B /-

. Inspection Summary

, Areas Inspected: Routine, announced' inspection of operational safety
| verification, plant support activities, maintenance and surveillance
! observations, onsite engineering, and:open item followup.

Results:

Plant Operations

The overall performance of the operations. staff during this inspection*

period was good. Operators were observed operating the plant in a
.professicnal manner (Section 2).

|

; The licensee determined that an inadequate procedure resulted'in the*

| initiation of a ventilation isolation actuation signal. This resulted
[ in a noncited violation (Section 10.1).
<
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Maintenance

Overall knowledge of personnel during the performance of maintenance and*

surveillance activities was good. Good procedural compliance was noted
-(Sections 3 and 4).

Engineering

Incore detectors continued to fail during this inspection period. The I
*

vendor was preparing an analysis ~to support plant operation at full |

. power with the incore detector system inoperable (Section 6.1).

The licensee procured and installea noncritical quality equipment*

pressure switches and installed them in an application that maintained
the reactor coolant system pressure boundary. This resulted in a
noncited violation (Section 9.1).

The licensee's assessment, monitoring, and planned repairs of a hairline !*

crack in the raw water pump room floor were appropriate (Section 9.2).

Plant Support I

The licensee began a new initiative to address increased radiation dose*

to plant personnel that was resulting from failed fuel. This initiative
required the completion of an as-low-as-is-reasonably achievable (ALARA)
worksheet prior to work in the radiological controlled area. This
should be effective in reducing personnel exposure and heightening
personnel awareness'to maintain radiation dose ALARA (Section 3.3).

Summary of Inspection Findings:

Violation 285/9601-02 was closed (Section 7.1).*

Violation 285/9601-01 was closed (Section 8.1).*

Licensee Event Report 285/96001 was closed (Section 10.1).*

Unresolved Item 285/9524-03 was closed (Section 9.1).*

* Unresolved Item 285/9521-03 was closed (Section 9.2).
A noncited violation was identified (Section 9.1).*

A noncited violation was identified (Section 10.1).*

Attachment:

Persons Contacted and Exit Meeting*
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DETAILS

1 PLAKf STATUS
,

|

| The plant operated at 100 percent power throughout this inspection period.

2 OPERATIONAL SAFETY VERIFICATION (71707)

2.1 Routine Control Room Observations
J

The inspectors observed operational activities throughout this inspection
period to verify that adequate control room staffing and control room
professionalism were maintained. Control room indications of various valve,

'' and breaker lineups were verified for current plant status.

2.2 'P1 ant Tours

The inspectors routinely toured various areas of the plant to assess the
safety conditions and' adequacy of plant equipment. The inspectors verified
that various valve and switch positions were correct for the current plant
conditions. Piping and instrumentation drawings and operating instructions
posted in vital areas were inspected and'found to be current. Personnel were
observed obeying rules for escorts, visitors, and entry and exits of vitali

areas.

On May 29, the inspectors identified a packing leak on Main Steamline
' Valve MS-308, the isolation valve.to gland seal. The valve was located on a
4-inch line downstream of the main steam throttle valves. The licensee took
immediate action to initiate maintenance work per Standing Order 50-M-101,
" Maintenance Work Control," Revision 36. This procedure allowed minor
maintenance such as packing adjustments to be performed on manual valves not
subject to surveillance testing. The packing was tightened and the leak
stopped. The licensee informed the inspectors that additional work would be l

i- performed on Valve MS-308 during the outage scheduled for September 1996. !This work will be performed under Maintenance Work Order 961782. I

3 PLANT SUPPORT ACTIVITIES (71750)

3.1 Radiolr d cal Protection Program Observations
|

| During this inspection period, the inspectors verified that selected
;

activities of the licensee's radiological protection program were properly l
;

implemented. Health physics personnel were observed routinely touring the ;
radiologically controlled areas. Contaminated areas and high radiation areas,

; were properly posted, and restricted high radiation areas were found to be
! locked, as required. Area surveys, posted outside each room in the auxiliary' building, were found to.be current.

|
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3.2 Security Program Observations
1

i

The inspectors observed various aspects of the licensee's security program. '

Security personnel were found to perform their duties in a professional :

manner. Vehicles were properly controlled or escorted within the protected i
area. Designated vehicles parked and unattended within the protected area )
were found to be locked and the keys removed. The inspectors routinely toured
the protected area perimeter and found it to be properly maintained.

3.3 ALARA Planning Worksheet
|

Due to increases in radiation dose from the fuel failures, the licensee began 1

a new initiative to reduce exposure to plant personnel. Radiation protection, l

along with the maintenance department, developed an ALARA planning worksheet. i,

| The purpose of the worksheet was to assist ALARA personnel in reducing '

exposure by better planning activities prior to entering radiation areas.
This new initiative,.which began in early May, was primarily directed toward
the maintenance staff.

Prior to entry into the radiolegically controlled areas to perform maintenance
or surveillance activities, maintenance personnel had to complete the

| worksheet. Personnel were required to describe the work to be performed,
i where the work was to be performed, and the estimated time for completing the
| job. The worksheet was then evaluated by ALARA personnel. Using the

worksheet allowed ALARA personnel to perform a review of the job and evaluate
the dose to be received. After the work was completed, ALARA and maintenance
personnel performed a postwork review to discuss lessons learned and possible

i work practice improvements. The inspectors concluded that this initiative
should be effective in reducing personnel exposure and should heighten
personnel awareness of ALARA.

| 4 MAINTENANCE OBSERVATIONS (62703)

The maintenance activities listed below were observed and documentation
reviewed to verify that the activities were conducted in a manner which
resulted in reliable safe plant operation.

4.1 Maintenance Observations
i i

| The following maintenance activities were observed: |

I i
PM0 9600423, " Maintenance of Battery Charger Number 1 (EE-8C) Alarm I| *

l Cards" I

MWR 9601935, " Condensate Pump FW-2C Lower Bearing Replacement"*

No problems were identified during these observations. Issues stemming from
; the review of other maintenance activities are noted below.

I
!
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5 SURVEILLANCE OBSERVATIONS (61726)

The inspectors observed the surveillance testing listed below to verify that
the activities were performed in accordance with the licensee's approved
programs and the Technical Specif u:ations.

,

!

5.1 Surveillance Observations

The following surveillance activities were observed:

OP-ST-DG-00001, " Diesel Generator 1 Check"e
;

| |
RE-ST-RX-0003, Revision 9, " Moderator Temperature Coefficient+

Determination Using Center CEA"

No problems were identified during these observations.

6 ONSITE ENGINEERING (37551)

' 6.1 Incore Detectors
|
! During this inspection period, the licensee continued to experience failures

of incore detectors. Seventeen incore detectors and four detector assemblies I

were declared inoperable during this inspection period. Since starting up
i from the 1995 refueling outage, 47 incore detectors and 15 detector assemblies
| have been declared inoperable. The licensee had a total of 28 assemblies.
! The licensee and the vendor were continuing to perform analysis to determine ,

| the cause of the failures. '

|

A 10 CFR 50.59 evaluation, reviewed by the NRC Office of Nuclear Reactor'

i Regulation, resulted in a change to the Updated Safety Analysis Report to ;

state that operation could continue with as few as eight incore detector
assemblies operable, two per quadrant.

IABB/CE was in the process of preparing an analysis to determine if the
licensee could continue to operate at full power if the incore detector system
were to become inoperable. The analysis was scheduled to be completed
June 1996.

i

7 FOLLOWUP - MAINTENANCE (92901)
1

7.1 (Closed) Violation 285/9601-02: Failure to Follow Procedure While
Performing Surveillance Test

This violation involved the failure to follow procedures during two !
surveillance tests. The first example occurred when maintenance personnel

'

'

used the surveillance procedure for Station Battery 2 to perform the
,

4
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surveillance for Station Battery 1. In the second example, maintenanco
personnel opened the wrong valve during the performance of the raw water
instrument air accumulator check valve surveillance.

The inspectors reviewed both the immediate and long term corrective actions
implemented by the licensee. The inspectors concluded that these actions were
adequate to address these failures. Based on the actions taken by the
licensee, this item is closed. |

8 FOLLOWUP - PLANT OPERATIONS (92902) ;

I8.1 (Closed) Violation 285/9601-01: Failure to Initiate a Condition Report

This violation involved the failure to initiate a condition report when an
unplanned entry into a Technical Specification Limiting Condition for
Operation was made. The inspectors reviewed the licensee's immediate and i
long-term corrective actions and concluded that these actions were sufficient |

to address the violation. These actions included, among others, reviewing the l
requirements of the corrective action standing order (S0-R-2) with the shift i

supervisors and issuing right notes to operations personnel reenforcing the |

requirement to initiate a condition report when entry into an unplanned
Technical Specification Limiting Condition for Operation was made. Based on

.

'

the actions taken by the licensee, this item is closed.

9 FOLLOWUP ENGINEERING (92903) ;
,

'

9.1 (Closed) Unresolved Item 285/9524-03: Non-Critical Qualit_y Eauipment
(CQE) Pressure Boundary Instrumentation

This item involved the replacement of CQE low pressure alarm switches for the
safety injection tanks with non-CQE pressure switches. The pressure switches
also maintained the reactor coolant system pressure boundary. The non-CQE
pressure switches had not been adequately tested for the application of
maintaining the reactor coolant system pressure boundary. Specifically, they
had not been properly hydrostatically tested. The pressure switches were
replaced during the 1995 refueling outage.

Since the switches were improperly procured they had not been properly tested.
Failing to ensure that the pressure switches were purchased according to the
codes and specifications of the original switches is a violation of
Step 5.1.4.B of Procedure PED-gel-32, " Instructions for Preparing Material
Evaluation Report and Material Procurement Plans," which requires, in part,
that replacement items be purchased to specifications and codes equivalent to
those specified for the original equipment. The licensee has implemented
immediate and long-term corrective actions to prevent recurrence of the
erroneous procurement.

The incident resulted from incorrect data contained in the computerized plant,

| equipment list (CHAMPS). The components in question were designated in the

i
!
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database as non-CQE instead of CQE components. This non-CQE designation was
made based on the electrical characteristic, not on the mechanical
characteristics.

The incorrect designation resulted in pressure switches being purchased as
non-CQE components, and being installed in the safety related application of
maintaining the reactor coolant system pressure boundary. This item remained
oper pending a review of the licensee's evaluation of the incident and the
implementation of the corrective actions.

The licensee performed a root cause of the event and determined that the
primary cause was a failure to realize during the development of the CHAMPS
database and CQE manual that the safety classification of a component was
required to be ^QE, if either its mechanical or electrical functional
requirements we e safety related. Other contributing causes were a lack of
understanding er familiarity by personnel with the basis for equipment safety
classification, the failure of the CQE manual to include safety class
instruments as part of its list and the failure to identify and resolve this
discrepancy during prior CHAMPS and CQE list project reviews.

The licensee had addressed or was in the process of addressing each of these
contributing causes. These corrective actions should prevent recurrence. To
address the primary cause, the licensee was performing an accuracy review of
the CQE lists in the database. The review involved the establishment of
expert technical panels that reviewed drawings and other design basis
documents to identify and evaluate questionable non-CQE classifications. The
systems initially chosen for review by the panel were selected based on
importance to nuclear safety. As discrepancies were identified by the panel,
they were evaluated for acceptability. The entire project was scheduled to be
completed by March 1997. The inspectors will continue to monitor the
licensee's progress in verifying the CHAMPS database.

This licensee identified and corrected violation is being treated as a
noncited violation, consistent with Section VII.B.1 of the NRC Enforcement.
Policy.

9.2 (Closed) Unresolved Item 50-285/9521-03: Raw Water Pump Room Floor
Crack

This' item involved the discovery, on November 4,1995, of a hair line crack
approximately 16 feet in length (less than 1/64 inch in width) in the intake
structure on the floor slab of the raw water pump room. The concern was that
a failure of the raw water pump room floor would render all raw water pumps
inoperable.

The licensee conducted an operability evaluation and concluded that, because
of the design and construction of the floor and the characteristics of the
crack (hair line which was indicative of a nonstructural crack), the pump room
floor was capable of preventing flooding in the room and withstanding the
force of a design basis earthquake without any adverse effects. The licensee

.
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referenced a 1994 study performed by the Oak Ridge National Laboratory (Repair
Materials and Techniques for Concrete Structures in Nuclear Power Plants) as
the basis for this conclusion.

The licensee had a contractor perform an independent assessment of the raw
water pump room floor crack. The contractor agreed with the licensee's
conclusions and plans which included monitoring the floor crack and repair of
the crack on the water side of the floor. In addition, the contractor
indicated that if the area were monitored and conditions remain the same,

| leakage repairs could be delayed up to two years.

The inspectors reviewed the monitor reports for the months of January through
May and verified that no change in the width of the crack has cccurred.

The licensee planned to continue to monitor the crack until the September 1996
outage at which time the water side repairs are scheduled to be completed.
The inspectors concluded that the licensee's monitoring program and planned
action to seal the crack were appropriate.

10 ONSITE REVIEW 0F LICENSEE EVENT REPORTS (LER) (92700)

10.1 (Closed) LER 50-285/96001: Containment Ventilation Isolation Signal Oue
To High Radiation Activity During Containment Purge

On March 18, 1996, containment isolated on the initiation of a ventilation
isolation actuation signal . The licensee performed an investigation and
determined that the procedure used to conduct the containment purge failed to
provide adequate guidance. The procedure required operators to set the
containment purge fan dampers to between 25 and 50 percent open prior to start
of the containment purge fans. This resulted in too high a flow rate for the
radiological conditions inside containment and caused the ventilation
isolation actuation signal .

i

Based on the inspectors' review, a contributing cause for the event was a lack
of sufficient communication between the operators and chemists concerning the
current radiological conditions inside containment prior to initiation of the
release. immediate corrective actions for this event included modification of
the radiological release form to allow use of the containment minipurge system

'

during containment purges. The operation crews have been directed to use the
minipurge system should similar radiological conditions occur. Using the
minipurge system will reduce the containment purge rate and minimize the
possibility that this type of event would occur again.

Longer term actions include operations revising the containment purge
procedures to initiate containment purges at lower release rates and requiring

I a prejob briefing prior to an initial containment purge. In addition,
chemistry personnel will evaluate the feasibility of setting a containment.

L airborne radioactivity limit, above which the containment minipurge system
would be required to be used.

.
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The' inspectors agreed that Procedure 01-VA-1, " Containment Heating, Cooling,
and Ventilation System Normal Operation," Attachment 8, " Containment Purge

! Release," was inadequate to properly control the containment purge under the
conditions existing on March 18, 1996. This was a violation of Technical

| Specification 5.8.1 and Regulatory Guide 1.33. This licensee identified and
; corrected violation is being treated as a noncited violation, consistent with
| Section VII.B.1 of the NRC Enforcement Policy. )'

|
11 REVIEW OF USAR COMMITMENTS '

A recent discovery of a licensee operating their facility in a manner contrary
to the Updated Final Safety Analysis Report (UFSAR) description highlighted
the need for a special focused review that. compares plant practices,

; procedures, and/or parameters, to the UFSAR descriptions. While performing
' the inspections discussed in this report, the inspectors reviewed the )

applicable portions of the UFSAR that related to the areas inspected. The i

inspectors verified that the UFSAR wording was consistent with the observed
plant practices, procedures, and/or parameters.

i

|
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ATTACHMENT

1 PERSONS CONTACTED

Licensee Personnel

G. Bishop, Assistant Plant Manager
G. Cook, Supervisor, Station Engineering
M. Core, Manager, System Engineering
M. Ellis, Supervisor, Maintenance Support
S. Gebers, Manager, Radiation Protection
R. Jaworski, Manager, Design Engineering, Nuclear
L. Kusek, Acting Manager, Quality Assurance / Quality Control
E. Matzke, Licensing Engineer
T. Patterson, Division Manager,- Nuclear ')perations
R. Ridenoure, Supervisor, Operations
M. Sandhoefner, Shift Supervisor.
D. Spires, Manager, Chemistry
J. Tills, Manager, Nuclear Licensing

The above personnel attended the exit meeting. In addition to the personnel
listed above the inspectors contacted other personnel during this inspection
period.

2 EXIT MEETING

An exit meeting was conducted on May 31, 1996. During this meeting, the
inspectors reviewed the scope and findings of the report. The licensee did
not express a position on the inspection findings documented ;in this report.

,

The licensee did not identify as proprietary any information provided to, or ;

reviewed by, the inspectors. |

:
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